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OUR MISSION
We work to organize and encourage cooperation among rural and
urban citizens through leadership development and grassroots
democratic processes to ensure an essential, prosperous place
for family-scale agriculture in our economies and communities.
Our Origins
Thirty-two years ago, family farms across the country faced
complete extinction. While others misplaced blame, faulting the
local farmers themselves, the Community Farm Alliance looked to
the public policy that fated our farmers to extinction in the first
place.
We Are Kentuckians
Our members come from a diverse range of backgrounds,
occupations, and ages – farmers, nurses, artists, retirees – in
short, we are Kentuckians. Through community organizing,
leadership development, and strategic alliances across
organizations, we work to bring a public voice to policy makers.
We believe in the farm as a foundation for growth and stability in
Kentucky – across homes, neighborhoods, cities, and counties. We
believe in the right to agency in the public policies that shape our
economy and culture.
We help people organize to: define the problem, identify barriers
and needed resources, and create a plan to make tangible
change.
We partner with community leaders on the rise. Our projects
build up communities, and they are models for successful public
programs and policy. Our strategies are instrumental in legislation
in support of Kentucky’s farmers and the communities – both
rural and urban – that depend on them.

This Annual Report is dedicated to out-going CFA Board Members Adam Barr, Carla Baumann, Laura
Stevens and Mark Swanson who guided Community Farm Alliance through many challenges over the last
four years to a new period of growth and increasing impact;
And to the over 85,000 Kentucky farm families that wake each morning with a determined focus to provide
each and every person with food, fiber and the stewardship of our land, air, water and bio-diversity.

Community Farm Alliance is a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit. We work to organize and encourage cooperation among
rural and urban citizens through leadership development and grassroots democratic processes to ensure
an essential, prosperous place for family-scale agriculture in our economies and communities.
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THE VOICE OF CHANGE
The most powerful and effective tool people have are their stories. At the core of CFA’s work is the
creation of leaders and their stories, first on their issues in their communities, and then before
policy makers. First and foremost, we listen to people, their problems, and their ideas for solutions.
Staff and experienced members then mentor emerging leaders to craft their stories into succinct,
powerful messages. CFA presents emerging leaders with opportunities to tell their stories first in
supportive settings and then in increasingly conflicted arenas.
I grew up on a family farm in Northern Minnesota, which went
under during the 80s farm crisis. The experience, filtered through
the brain of an eleven-year, formed one of my core beliefs: that
family farms, left unsupported, will go away.
When I moved to Louisville in 2000, I got involved with local food
because I like to eat. I became a CFA member, attended meetings,
rallies, and potlucks, worked as an intern, served as a board
member, attended still more meetings, trainings, workshops, and
conferences.
CFA raised me as a leader and made me a community member. As
much as I believe in supporting family farms, I also believe in
grassroots and the power of the people to improve their own lives.
As a CFA member, I am paying back and I am paying forward.
Because CFA is a representation of all of us – farmers, friends, and
everyone who eats – here’s to a world where we all are healthy
and prosper.

Preston and I joined CFA in its earliest years during the
farm crisis of 1980s, which swept from the Midwest into
our state and exploded. During these years of tragically
low commodity prices, painfully high interest rates, and
overwhelming operational debts, our farming
communities were in a free-fall.
In this commotion, a few visionary farmers and rural
Kentuckians joined together and organized to help their
friends, families, and neighbors. CFA founders believed
that farming must be about more than making a
living – we must protect and restore the land; we must
hear the stories of women and minority producers; we
must farm with the next generation in mind.
As we read current headlines of falling corn prices,
rising land costs, and increased tensions with trading
nations, those of us who remember the last crisis worry
about the hands that feed us. We know that now is the
time to unite. Now is the time to attend your local
farmers market and meet the men and women who
offer their abundance to set your table. Now is the time
to decide whether your food matters and, if you find
that it does, to act as if it does. When Preston and I
choose to support CFA through donations, offering our time at gatherings, and sharing our story, we know that we are
investing in the sustainable future of farming in Kentucky
2016 COMMUNITY FARM ALLIANCE ANNUAL REPORT
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LETTERS FROM LEADERSHIP
FROM OUTGOING CHAIR CARLA BAUMANN
Dear Friends,
As the outgoing Chair of CFA’s board, I
have been reflecting on the time I have
spent on the board. It’s a bittersweet
passage because of the relationships and
friendships that developed among us. I
leave with a strong sense of commitment
to farmers and farming shared among
fellow board members, staff, and our
executive director; all have devoted so
much energy to the mission of this fine
organization. During this time, we also
celebrated CFA’s 30th anniversary of the
work begun during a farm crisis in
Kentucky. That work continues because
there is a core of folks who not only want
to see us avoid future crises, but want to
see small family farms thriving well into
the future.
Who could have imagined less than two years ago, when faced with the question of CFA’s viability,
that we would be sharing the annual report that you are holding in your hands? As board members,
we certainly could not have. The lessons abound with one of them being the same lesson we keep
learning as farmers. You have to take the long view. . . one season, one crop, one success or one
failure doesn’t give the whole story. Staying engaged and showing up to support each other is
absolutely essential as we create CFA’s story into the next thirty years.
As you can see from the stories recounted in this annual report, the reach of CFA’s mission is growing
exponentially. The work is taking on a life of its own as farm families and their communities connect
and reconnect to “the farm as the foundation for growth”. As we build on that foundation which
began over thirty years ago, I am particularly sensitive to the challenges that farmers and farm
families continue to experience such as access to land, viable markets, and a stable workforce.
Addressing these issues makes CFA’s work increasingly important during uncertain legislative and
economic times.
So, we are at a particularly important crossroads as we re-imagine and re-energize the greater
community in this work that represents CFA’s purpose and reason for being. As I step away from the
board, I am especially grateful for the newly appointed board – a talented and passionate group.
Under their leadership, I am eager to find another place at CFA’s table. The work is too important to
my family to back away from being a part of this movement. Join in as we live into a future that
doesn’t just give lip service to the value of farming as the foundation for growth in our
Commonwealth.
-Carla
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FROM INCOMING CHAIR LAURA STEVENS
Dear Friends,
I am honored to be serving as the Board Chair for an
organization that is doing so much on the forefront of food
and farming in our state.
We are at a place of such positive growth as an organization.
After overcoming some financial difficulties in the past
couple years, we have achieved not only stability but are
flourishing. Thanks to Carla’s leadership and guidance during
her tenure as Chair, as well as the perseverance of staff, we
overcame the rocky patches and are stronger and more
resilient as an organization. Recent grant awards have
allowed us to continue and expand our work in such exciting
programs as Double Dollars and Farmers Market promotion.
We are looking forward to hiring more staff to provide
support to markets as well as training and technical
assistance to farmers.
While we have secured a significant amount of federal and
state funding, one of our areas of focus areas this year is to considerably increase our grassroots
fundraising. This is will complete the triangle of diversified funding for us and is essential to the
longevity of the organization. It will also bring greater awareness of our work to the wider community,
thereby increasing our impact throughout the state.
So tell your friends! Have them sign up as a member of CFA!
One of the problem areas that we have highlighted this year is the lack of diversity among our
membership and communities that we directly serve. We feel that we have not been effectively
working with farmers and communities of color in recent years and without hearing from ALL
communities in the state, we cannot be a voice for them in Frankfort, and we cannot develop
programming to address issues they face. In order to address this we are developing a task force that
will focus on improving our outreach, we are increasing our efforts to invite these voices to the
conversation, and we making sure that space is created for them to contribute and be involved.
One of the things I am most excited about this year is our Town Hall Meetings on the Farm Bill. We will
be organizing these events around the state to educate community members about the process and
hear concerns and thoughts on the upcoming issues. The next Farm Bill will be written in 2018 and
these Town Hall Meetings are going to be a great chance to gather and share information, so stay
tuned for dates and locations. Whether you grow food or just consume it, the Farm Bill affects us all, so
be sure to get involved!
Lastly, I just want to thank the staff and my fellow board members for all they do. There are so many
wonderful, intelligent, and passionate people working and serving for CFA right now. I’m so grateful to
be a part of this organization and to do what I can to help improve the lives of farmers and eaters in
Kentucky!
All the Best,
Laura
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CFA THEORY OF CHANGE

For thirty-two years Community Farm Alliance members have proven that permanent, positive change
begins with constructive grassroots dialogue, is built on successful models, and secured with good
public policy.
We strive to give a voice to the generations of men and women whose hard work and dedication is
critical to Kentucky’s economy, and to our very culture. Our members come from a diverse range of
backgrounds, occupations, and ages– in short, we are Kentuckians. Through community organizing,
leadership development, and strategic alliances across organizations, we work to bring a public voice
to policy makers.
We believe in the right to participate in the public policies that shape our economy and culture.
And we believe in the family farm as a foundation for growth and stability in Kentucky – across
homes, neighborhoods, cities, and counties. Kentuckians’ quality of life, both now and for generations
to come, is dependent on these farms.

CFA uses multiple
strategies to build
democracy, create good
public policy, and aid
community development.
Through community
organizing, leadership
development, and strategic
alliances with other
organizations, CFA works to
bring a critical public voice
to policy makers. Working
locally, CFA also develops
community-based projects
that directly build
communities and can be
used as models for good
public programs and policy.

PATHWAY TO CHANGE
COMMUNITY FARM ALLIANCE SEEKS TO CREATE THESE LONG-TERM CONDITIONS IN KENTUCKY:
1. Kentucky has an organized and diverse family farm, food, and fiber coalition that effectively
influences and creates political, social, and economic change.
2. Family farms & local foods are a major driver of equitable economic growth in Kentucky.
3. Kentucky’s residents and communities are healthy, prosperous, and resilient because we have
access to locally grown food and usable land.
7
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2016 PATHWAY TO CHANGE
2016 Priorities
At CFA’s 2015 Annual Meeting CFA members determined the organization’s 2016 priorities to be:
A. Build CFA’s “Power for Change” for a) creating “Pro-Farmer” policies, b) accountability for enacted
legislation, and c) democratic representation on state Boards, County councils, and Agriculture
extension.
B. Legislatively create a “Kentucky
Healthy Farm and Food Incentive
Fund” using the Double Dollar
Programs of CFA, Community Farmers
Market and Bluegrass Farm to Table and
the Farmacy Programs of CFA and New
Roots as a models.
C. Restore Pride in Kentucky Proud by
ensuring Kentucky farm products are
the focus of KDA marketing efforts and
funding from the KADF.
D. Ensure that Kentucky farmers have
access to affordable healthcare
through the Affordable Care Act and
Kynect, The Kentucky Health Insurance
Exchange.
E. Collaborate with other Kentucky
stakeholders for Long-term Strategic
Land Reform.

2016 COMMUNITY FARM ALLIANCE ANNUAL REPORT
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INDIVIDUALS & FAMILIES

Breaking Beans: The Appalachian Food Story Project is an initiative of Community Farm Alliance to tell the
story of how local food and farming in Eastern Kentucky can contribute to a bright future in the
mountains. Breaking Beans builds leadership in both the storytellers and story collectors. By connecting
both are able to grow their network and recognition in the Appalachian food and farm sector.
CFA piloted Breaking Beans in 2014-2015 as a community communications campaign. 5 Breaking Beans
Fellows produced a total of 41 stories from 9 counties during the 6-month pilot. The stories were
distributed through the Community Farm Alliance blog, social media, and local and regional
newspapers.
CFA began the “second bushel” of Breaking Beans in 2016. The project was designed with a continued
focus on sharing stories from people working in the farm and food systems, and a new focus on radio
media and intentional collaboration with organizational partners. In 2016, Breaking Beans partnered
with Appalshop/WMMT in Whitesburg to produce a monthly radio show. The show was co-produced by
Breaking Beans Manager, Mae Humiston, WMMT’s Kelli Haywood, Breaking Beans Fellow Sister Kathy
Curtis and hosted by Sister Kathy. Once the Breaking Beans team felt comfortable with the radio show,
Sister Kathy also began regularly releasing print pieces as well.

2016 BREAKING BEANS STATISTICS

Stream, download, or read the stories at cfaky.org/blog.
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CFA PARTNERS IN 2 PRESS CONFERENCES
CFA Members engaged in 2 press conferences to support that KY Farmers Have Access to
Affordable Healthcare. Those conferences were held on February 16th and July 30th of
2016.
“Family farmers and other
small business owners are
the foundation of Kentucky’s
economy, but I’m afraid our
needs are being drowned out
by political clamor and the
ideological divides over the
ACA,” Abell said. “If
agriculture is to continue
playing a major role in
Kentucky’s economy, then we
must ensure the next
generation of Kentucky
farmers have access to
quality affordable health
insurance. Kynect was our
tool to achieve this.”
–Ben Abell
CFA Member & Farmer
“Adam and I will be the ﬁrst
in three generations to make
a living by farming the land
full time, assuming that we
continue to have access to
affordable health insurance.
If Kynect is taken away, what
will that mean for us? My
fears are that it will mean
less choice and health
insurance options that would
work for our family and a
system that is not as easy to
navigate and most important
for us is no help from a
Kynect or that would guide us
through when we have
questions.”
-Rae Strobel
CFA Member & Farmer
2016 COMMUNITY FARM ALLIANCE ANNUAL REPORT
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: Appal-TREE
The National Institute of Health community
based participatory research project with the
University of Kentucky was refunded in 2016
for an additional five years. The project has
moved to Knott County with the installation of
re-fillable water bottle stations and distribution
of water fountains to all students. Student
surveys were completed this year in Letcher,
Jenkins, Knott and Harlan School Systems.
Appal-TREE will continue to offer a series of
cooking classes for families providing meals to
youth under the age of 18. Classes will be held
at various locations in each county with the
intent to increase fruit/vegetable content in
meals while adhering to a budget.

Farmacy: The Farmacy veggie prescription
program is a partnership with Mountain
Comprehensive Health Corporation and the
Whitesburg/Letcher County Farmers Market.
Patients receive $1 per day per family
member each week to shop at the market.
The 2016 Farmacy program included Letcher,
Bell, and Owsley Counties. WellCARE Health
plan is a partner in supporting and collecting
patient data.
Summer Food Service Program: The
Whitesburg/Letcher County Farmers Market
will continue to off the Summer Food Service
Program and provide fresh/local meals to youth
under the age of 18 and an affordable cost to
adults. Meals will continue to be prepared on
site with fresh/local produce. Thanks to the
purchase of a food booth trailer by Kentucky
State University. Cowan Community Action
Group is the sponsor for the Summer Food
Service Program. Goals for this year include
serving 3,000 meals and becoming a part of
the At-Risk Program to expand to year round
meals.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: Northfork Local Food

Northfork Local Food, founded by volunteers and community allies in June 2015. They are
dedicated to increasing access to locally-grown foods within communities along the North
Fork of the Kentucky River. Due to receiving ARC and USDA funding, as well as other financial
support, Northfork in August was able to hire Local Food Coordinator, Maggie Smith.
Northfork is growing and is working towards becoming a local food system stakeholder in the
Eastern Kentucky. . To establish a greater foundation for their mission by completing the
Community Food System Assessment and the KCARD Feasibility Study. Both of these
studies have directed the board to set clear goals for 2017.

Progress: Northfork Local Food has partnered with Hazard Community and Technical College to
launch a formal sustainable agriculture program, and with Pathfinders to launch the Manna
Ministries program that will connect community gardens and churches to folks and schools.
Additionally, Northfork continues to develop partnerships with surrounding counties through
the Hindman Settlement School (Knott County) and the Harlan County Farmers Market.

2016 COMMUNITY FARM ALLIANCE ANNUAL REPORT
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: VISTA
This year, CFA hosted a VISTA who worked in four Eastern Kentucky counties – Morgan,
Wolfe, Magoffin, and Elliott. The work focused on building CFA awareness and beginning
outreach, while aiding in the development of local health and wellness coalitions. These
coalitions seek to connect producers and buyers in order to increase access to local
produce for folks with diet-related illnesses, and to increase the capacity of local farmers to
grow and sell.
These counties have benefited from the individualized attention our VISTA afforded.
Magoffin, despite only being in its second year, was a 2016 FMSP participant and received
Double Dollar funds. Morgan and Wolfe counties both had youth-focused nutrition
programs at their weekend markets. These counties also had assistance with grant writing
and fundraising to expand market capacity and networking opportunities.
Our VISTA’s work has shown the success of blending institution with community efforts to
promote local food system growth and development. The county agriculture extension
agents and farmers markets have provided great opportunities for learning and outreach.
The Morgan County Farmers Market offered a Veggie Bucks program, which distributed
$2,400 for children to spend on fruits and vegetables at the market after they sat through
a short presentation about healthy eating.
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COLLABORATIVE FOOD SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT:
Eastern Kentucky Farm-To-Table
The goals of the program are to map the resources
available, build demand and production capacity, and
serve as a local food champion. The focus-region
includes 21 Southeastern Kentucky counties,
including 7 Promise Zone counties. For the first five
months, the EKY Farm-to-Table work has focused on
farm to school and farmer education.
Farm-to-School was identified as the starting place for
building institutional buying in the region. Schools are
one of, if not the leading food buyers in these counties.
At this point, every Food Service Director has been
contacted and several are beginning to make steps
forward to procure locally. Seven county schools are
already supplementing their school meals with local
meat and produce.

Farmer Education is an important
form of outreach built in to many of
CFA’s programs. Education
opportunities help increase the
capacity and availability of local foods,
which bolsters small-farm income and
increases food access. In both
February and December, CFA brought
over 60 Appalachian growers to Ohio
to learn about season extension
techniques and tour a commercial
processing facility. The need for
valuable, interactive training and
educational opportunities is great in
the region. We spent November and
December planning for our 2017
Eastern Kentucky Farmers
Conference in order to bring statewide resources to the mountains.
2016 COMMUNITY FARM ALLIANCE ANNUAL REPORT
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MODEL PROJECTS: FARMERS MARKET SUPPORT PROGRAM
The Farmers Market Support Program (FMSP) was conceived in 2012 as part of CFA’s goal to
support the new generation of farmers by creating market space. They are the low cost and low
risk entry point into the retail space for budding farmers and other entrepreneurs while utilizing
homegrown talent into a community revival.

In 2016 FMSP Markets, represented 638 farmers, and had over $2.5 million in sales. Federal
nutrition program related sales, coupled with Double Dollars incentives, averaged $1.24 and
then leveraged 8% of market sales. Each state or local dollar invested was matched by
another another $2.24 in federal food and nutrition benefits. With a local economic multiplier of
1.73 this $4.48 became $7.75 in the local economy.
2016 was also a pivotal
year as CFA’s Double
Dollar Program
collaborated with the
Bluegrass Double Dollar
Program to secure
$78,188 in Kentucky
Agriculture
Development Funds and
submit a USDA Food
Insecurity and Nutrition
Incentive (FINI) proposal
that would set the stage
for a statewide Kentucky
Double Dollars Program
for farmers markets,
Fresh Stops and select
retailers. To assist this
development, 30
representatives from
NGOs, State agencies and
private funders created
the Kentucky Double
Dollars Advisory Council.
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Pictured: Magoffin County Farmers’ Market

“I am really pleased with how the
Double Dollars Program turned out. I,
personally, had a big boost in sales
once we started the Double Dollars.
One day at the market, two WIC
participants came and spent $52
between them. They got their 52
Double Dollars and both of them
turned around and spent that with
me, too! So I made $104 dollars in two
transactions. They were buying fresh
green beans, potatoes, tomatoes, and
squash. I heard them talking to
another lady about how to preserve
their beans and she explained to them
how to can or freeze them, and they
said they were going to go home and
try to put up some of their produce so
they could have some for the winter
months. They also asked her how to
store their potatoes. They said that
without the program, they would not
have been able to do that.”
–Tim Howard, Farmers’ Market
Vendor, Magoffin County Farmers’
Market

“As the father of three young children, I love that I
can bring my kids out to experience the farmers’
market and let them meet the people who produce
their food. Now, they look forward to coming to the
market and getting to pick out their produce and
interact with everybody. And because they picked it
out, they are more likely to eat it once we get
home.”
–James Caudill, WIC Participant and Customer at
the Magoffin County Farmers’ Market

“I had heard about this market, but never been over
here. I didn’t know you all took SNAP cards. When I
got the postcard about the Double Dollars I figured
I should come and check it out. I am glad to know it
is here. It’s hard to get my kids to eat healthy stuff,
but I will give it another try. I know they eat
potatoes and carrots. Thanks for letting me get
double the stuff I wouldn’t normally be able to get.”
–Angela, 28, Phoenix Hill/NuLu Customer and
Resident on Jefferson St.
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STATEWIDE ALLIANCES
Collaboration has many synonyms: cooperation, relationship, alliance, association, and partnership
and each have associated nuances. The dictionary says: “Collaboration equals the act of working
together with one or more people in order to achieve a common goal.”
Collaboration is the clear, intentional partnership of working together to achieve a defined
outcome.
While it may be assumed, it must be clear that collaboration is about positive relationship
building. Coupled with clear intentions and defined outcomes, consistent communication is the
cornerstone of successful collaboration. To build the prerequisite trust, each person or
organization’s expectations need to be clearly shared. Sometimes that involves written documents
such as grant collaboration. Regardless, to not be clear leaves the opening for misunderstanding,
which could be worse than no attempt at collaboration.
Of all of the tools in CFA’s toolbox, collaboration is the strongest, the newest, and the hardest.
CFA’s current success is largely built upon collaboration. In a world that often seems crowded with
efforts around food and farming, it’s CFA’s belief that collaboration is the strategic path forward
for CFA.
Lastly, collaboration is intentional, clear, and consistent. And it includes saying “thank you!

FARMS TO FOOD BANKS
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NATIONAL & REGIONAL ALLIANCES
CFA Staff Victoria
Wheeler, Jann
Knappage, and
Maggie Smith joined
more than 20,000
others at Farm Aid in
Bristow, Virginia. CFA
has been funded by
the Farm Aid
Association for
nearly 30 years. This
past year we took
Breaking Beans on
the road and
conducted interviews
with over 30 concert
goers, farmers, and
friends.

CFA is one of six member organization in
the Central Appalachian Network (CAN).
CAN member organizations are leading
the charge in transforming Central
Appalachia’s economy by creating
economic opportunities that are
environmentally sustainable, building on
our social and natural capital, and
meeting the needs of our region’s
people.

CFA joined around 30 other National
Family Farm Coalition member
organizations to discuss what’s next for
the alliance and what’s happening on
the Hill. The meeting was held in
Washington, D.C., March 5th-7th.
2016 COMMUNITY FARM ALLIANCE ANNUAL REPORT
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LEGISLATION & POLICY
CFA President Carla Baumann and CFA Executive Director Martin Richards joined Agriculture
Commissioner Ryan Quarles, Governor’s Office of Agricultural Policy Executive Director Warren
Beeler, John Johnson from USDA Rural Development, Dr. Connie White, Deputy Commissioner of
the Department of Public Health, and Kelly Munson, Senior VP, WellCare Health Plans for
National Farmers Market Week at the Franklin County Farmers Market to celebrate the
Governor’s proclamation for Kentucky Farmers Market Week.

CFA Member Ben Abell speaks on
behalf of Farms to Food Banks Tax
Credit.
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Berea Farmers
Market Manager
and CFA Member
Margie Stelzer,
Representative
Rita Smart and
CFA Director
Martin Richards
Kentucky House
Committee on
Agriculture
meeting to
introduce the
Healthy Farm
and Food
Incentive Fund.

CFA members Heather Hyden and Michelle Howell along with CFA Staff Valerie Horn testify
before the Kentucky Joint Committee on Agriculture about the connections between food,
farming, and health.
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PATHWAY TO CHANGE 2017
In 2017 Community Farm Alliance has adopted these goals that move us along the Pathway To
Change. The priorities were determined by CFA members in December, at CFA’s 2016 Annual
Meeting.

2017 Priorities
•
We recognize that CFA has unintentionally become “unbearably white”, therefore we
resolve to build Inclusion with people of color and other disadvantaged
populations through direct engagement and grassroots allies.
•

21

Institute a membership/leadership development program to:
o

Grow CFA’s membership by adding at least 300 new or renewed CFA members.

o

Increase Major donations by $25,000

•

Restore Pride in Kentucky Proud by ensuring Kentucky farm products are the focus of
KDA marketing efforts and funding from the KADF.

•

Ensure that Kentucky farmers have access to affordable healthcare through the
Affordable Care Act.

•

Create a healthy equitable food system for farmers and consumers through the
Healthy Communities Initiative, legislatively create a “Kentucky Healthy Farm and Food
Incentive Fund”, and ensure grassroots input into the 2018 Federal Farm Bill.

•

Support the continued development of sustainable agriculture and local food
systems through the Farmers Market Support Program, EKY Farm to Table, the Eastern
Kentucky Food System Collaborative and The Breaking Beans Food Stories project.
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2017 BOARD & STAFF
BOARD

COUNTY

Nicole Breazeale

Fayette

Kaycie Len Carter

Anderson

David Cooke

Madison

Sara Day Evans

Woodford

Heather Hyden

Fayette

Lee Meyer

Fayette

Bree Pearsol

Oldham

Bethany Pratt

Jefferson

Laura Stevens

Jefferson

Jenny Williams

Hazard

John Wyatt

Boyle

STAFF

TITLE

OFFICE
LOCATION

Martin Richards

Executive Director

Berea

Victoria Wheeler

Administration Resource Manager

Berea

Maggie Smith

Development & Communications Associate

Berea

Carolyn Davis

Northfork Local Food Coordinator

Hazard

Jann Knappage

Eastern Kentucky Farm to Table Coordinator

Hindman

Sister Kathy Curtis

Eastern Kentucky Food System Collaborative
Coordinator

Hindman

Deadorah Bowen

Community Engagement Associate, VISTA

Hindman

Becca Warta

Kentucky Double Dollars Program & Marketing
Coordinator

Lexington

James Cochran

Farmers Market Support Program (FMSP) Manager

Louisville

Valerie Horn

Healthy Community Initiative Director

Whitesburg

Sam Hamlin

Appalachian Transition Fellow

Whitesburg

Sean Reynolds

FMSP Regional Technical Assistant

Northwest KY

Kristen Coomer

FMSP Regional Technical Assistant

Southwest KY

Margie Stelzer

FMSP Regional Technical Assistant

Central KY
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